
Instanter links were introduced early 
in the 20th Century by the GWR.
They used a round section bar
which stretched quite easily.

In the 1930’s a cast section link was 
used which forms the basis for this

etching. 

Fold together the two adjacent links, 
fix together - we prefer soldering -

and then round off at least the outer  
edges with a file.

You should get 12 l inks from this
etching enough for 6 vehicles.

Instanter links were used to reduce
the bufferting of wagons, by

reducing the gap between them in
loose coupled or unfit ted trains by

tuning th link from long to short axis
with a coupling pole on the small

hooks at the narrow end of the link.

All AMBIS coupling parts are
formed from two layers to give

better shape and strength.
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AMBIS also produces:-

Vee Hangers
Brake Levers
Push Rods

Brake Lever guides
Axleguards

Brake Blocks
Coupling hooks

Drawer bar plates
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Instanter links were introduced early
in the 20th Century by the GWR.

They used a round section bar which
stretched quite easily.
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In the 1930’s a cast section link was
used which by the 1950’s had

acquired relived sides, presumably
to reduce weight. This pattern forms

the  basis for this etching. 
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